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COVID-19 highlighted how unprepared businesses are in times of 
uncertainty and change; indeed, we are witnessing the redesigning 
of work and how we value, measure, and reward employees. 
Organizations will face five critical challenges in the next 1-2 years.

The hybrid workplace continues to evolve and requires workers to 
collaborate efficiently in a fluid environment regardless of location or 
time zone.

Employees want to decide where, how, and when they do their best 
work. Recent Omdia data shows that improving and measuring the 
employee experience is essential. The top area of investments over 
the next 12 months will be in tools to measure and improve the 
employee experience.

Peter Drucker coined the term “knowledge worker” in his book, The 
Landmarks of Tomorrow (1959) and employees are primarily defined 
as knowledge workers or office workers today. With new emerging 
work styles based on location, output, and role, enterprises must 
explore what each user segment needs to do their best work.

In Omdia’s Enterprise Connect 2022 poll, 67% of organizations said 
their three-to-five-year strategy will be a composable enterprise 
approach. This approach allows applications to be customized, 
business processes automated, and data shared outside their silos.

PARTNERS, SUPPLIERS, EMPLOYEES

THE COMPOSABLE ENTERPRISE

CUSTOM APPS AND SERVICES

CUSTOMERS

SYSTEMS OF ENGAGEMENT

The urgency of the need to meet customers’ and employees’ new 
digital-first demands has resulted in the growth of workplace 
transformation tools, technologies, and platforms.

Advances in innovative technology and changes in the way 
customers choose to interact with organizations shape the 
Enterprise Customer Experience (eCX).

Post-pandemic, what percentage of your total workforce will 
permanently align to the following workstyles?

What are the top areas of investment your organization will 
make over the next 12 months to improve hybrid working?

The hybrid workstyle will prevail

Employee experience is essential

It’s not just about “knowledge workers” 
and office workers

Modern work and customer engagement 
requires composability

Your subsequent investments should 
be platform-based
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APIs, SDKs, visual drag and 
drop enviroment

CPaaS (no-code, low-code, 
pro-code)

Workflow automation/RPA

Data integration layer

System of 
record

System of 
record

32%
Permanently based in the 
office and working at a 
dedicated desk/space

24%
Hybrid: a mix of in-office 

and remote-based 
working, with at least two 

days per week in office

24%
Permanently based 

in a single work 
location but deskless 

(i.e., hot desking)

20%
Primarily home 
or remote-based 
working with minimal 
time in the office

Tethered Nomad Hybrid
Employees based in 

a single work location 
such as an office, 
retail premises or 

manufacturing line

Retail assistants

Hospitality workers

Manufacturing 
operatives

Employees occupying 
roles that require them 
to frequently work on 

the move, often across 
multiple locations

Delivery drivers 

Field service workers

Photographers

Employees that spread 
their time between 

remote locations and a 
dedicated work base/

location

Buisness 
administrators

Chief executives 

ICT technicians

61%
Data science 

platforms

64%
Enterprise workforce 

collaboration platform

62%
Unified platforms for 

omnichannel engagment

61%
Voice of the customer 

platform

Planned platform investments are significant for 2022

Tools and services that will improve how devices 
and applications are managed and secured 2

Investing in tools that will help measure and 
improve employee experience 1

Improving technical support capabilities 3

Investing in tools and programs that will help 
improve employee well-being 4

Tools that will help digitize and automate 
business processes 5

Source: Omdia IT Enterprise Insights 2022, n=4,757

Source: Omdia IT Enterprise Insights 2021, n=4,757 (showing top five responses only)

Source: Omdia's 2021-22 ICT Enterprise Insights survey of 6,000 IT professionals who 
say they have significant or minor investment planned for the noted platforms.

eCX includes the technologies and processes that unite an entire 
enterprise and organize employees around the customer. This 
requires an ecosystem of vendors to help businesses integrate and 
monitor customer activity, collaborate in real-time, and orchestrate 
the most appropriate action. One solution that addresses these 
challenges is Avaya OneCloud, a Total Experience platform that lets 
you compose unique experiences to meet the ever-changing needs 
of customers and employees.
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